The John Hattie Top 10!!!!!! (!!!)

To Think, To Dare, To Dream.
To Think, To Dare, To Dream.
10:

To Think, To Dare, To Dream.
10: Feedback
To Think, To Dare, To Dream.
9:

To Think, To Dare, To Dream.
9: Teacher Clarity
To Think, To Dare, To Dream.
8:

To Think, To Dare, To Dream.
8: Intervention for Learning Disabled
To Think, To Dare, To Dream.
To Think, To Dare, To Dream.
7: Classroom Discussion

To Think, To Dare, To Dream.
6:

To Think, To Dare, To Dream.
6:

To Think, To Dare, To Dream.
6: Micro Teaching
5:

To Think, To Dare, To Dream.
To Think, To Dare, To Dream.
5: Providing Formative Evaluation
To Think, To Dare, To Dream.
4:

To Think, To Dare, To Dream.
4: Teacher Credibility
3:

To Think, To Dare, To Dream.
3:

To Think, To Dare, To Dream.
3: Response to Intervention

To Think, To Dare, To Dream.
2: To Think, To Dare, To Dream.
2:

To Think, To Dare, To Dream.
2: Piagetian Programmes

To Think, To Dare, To Dream.
1:

To Think, To Dare, To Dream.
To Think, To Dare, To Dream.
1:

To Think, To Dare, To Dream.
1: Student Self Reported Grades
To Think, To Dare, To Dream.